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Quantum mechanics: A new chapter?
Werner A Hofer
Department of Physics, The University of Liverpool, UK
We review the conceptual problems in quantummechanics on a fundamental level. It is shown that
the proposed model of extended electrons and a clear understanding of rotations in three dimensional
space solve a large part of these problems, in particular the problems related to the ontological status
and physical meaning of wavefunctions. It also solves the problem of non-locality. The experimental
results obtained in Yves Couder’s group and theoretical results by Gerdard Gro¨ssing indicate that
the wave-like distribution of trajectories of electrons in interference experiments are most likely
due to the quantized interactions leading to a discrete set of transferred momenta. A separate
experimental confirmation of this interpretation for double-slit interferometry of photons has been
given by the group of Steinberg.
I. INTRODUCTION
There exists a peculiar fact, not too frequently noted,
about the historical development of quantum mechanics.
Although the framework is axiomatic, and although its
implications have been under attack nearly from the be-
ginning, very few attempts have been made to refer its ax-
ioms to a physical basis. Instead it is frequently claimed
that the laws of microphysics are at once superior to
common human understanding and correctly described
by the fundamental equations of quantum physics. From
an epistemological point of view these two statements
seem to contradict each other: because if microphysics
can be described consistently by mathematics, why not
by an, equally logical, framework of fundamental notions
and concepts? To this objection conventional reasoning
usually replies that the notions we employ are classical,
and the notions of microphysics far from classical indeed.
So there is no way to describe our experiences in micro-
physics by a logically consistent framework of classical
concepts. But even if this were the case, and we are
forced to accept the peculiarities of non-locality [1, 2], in-
dividual particles being in fact ensembles of particles [3],
measurements without any interference with measured
objects [4], infinities not being infinite [5], or spreading
wave packets not really spreading [6], the question seems
legitimate, whether all these effects occur in reality, or
rather in some logical representation by a theory, which
at once employs and contradicts classical physics.
In the usual course of scientific development there ex-
ists an intricate balance between speculative or theoret-
ical concepts and experimental results: and it is usually
thought that progress is made by an interplay between
theory (or creativity) and measurement. This is, at least,
what the textbooks tell us. In scientific revolutions, the
situation is a little different: an idea forces the reorien-
tation of most of the - already accumulated - knowledge,
and in this case the meaning of the facts may be subject
to sudden changes. The basic situation, today, is again
a little different: we do have a theory, which describes,
what we measure, it just does not make sense. One could
call that a pre-revolutionary situation. There are gener-
ally two different categories of approaches to this problem
[7]:
• A formal approach: we accept the axioms, and just
tinker with their interpretation.
• A realistic approach: we do not a priori accept the
axioms, but think of micro physical objects in terms
of physical concepts.
Most previous theories used the formal approach. The
problem of the second approach seems to be, that it
must be based on physical concepts. And since the only
concepts of matter in classical physics are particles or
waves, the few existing approaches generally use one or
the other, or a combination of both. De Broglie [8] saw
quantum waves as real waves, guiding a singularity in
random motion within this wave and which was identified
as the particle. Even in this case the particle, the point-
particle used in most of Newtonian physics, remained the
primary entity. But considering, that we also know about
the wave properties of matter, which is theoretically ex-
pressed by de Broglie’s relations [9] and experimentally
verified by diffraction experiments [10], this choice seems
far from natural and rather arbitrary. However, a local
and realistic formulation of micro physics, which has to
include, at least as its limit of formalization, the exist-
ing axioms of quantum theory, is confronted with several
related obstacles.
1. The Uncertainty Relations [11].
2. The intrinsic interactions due to electric charge.
3. The experimental proof against local and realistic
theories [2].
The uncertainty relations, if interpreted as a physical
axiom, prohibit any local and realistic interpretation, be-
cause their immediate consequence is a spreading of wave
packets [12]: these waves therefore cannot be physical. If
electrons are interpreted as wavelets, the problem of elec-
trostatic interactions must be accounted for. In case no
solution is found, the electron in motion cannot be inter-
preted as a wave type structure, because the inevitable
self interactions must lead to acceleration effects bound
2to destroy the original wave structure. In this case the
interpretation is not even self-consistent. There exist sev-
eral experimental loopholes to these experiments which
restrict their validity. But assuming, that even more pre-
cise experiments yield the same result, i.e. a violation
of Bell’s inequalities [13] and thus a contradiction with
any local and realistic framework, the problem must be
solved from a theoretical, rather than an experimental
angle. We show in this paper, which was presented at
the conference in Va¨xjo, that all of these problems can
be overcome within a theoretical framework composed of
extended electrons and formulated in terms of geometric
algebra.
II. THE MODEL OF EXTENDED ELECTRONS
The standard interpretation of quantum mechanics
is based on a remarkable statement about the physical
properties of electrons: electrons, it states, are point
particles. As such, they have no extension, no intrin-
sic properties, are radially symmetric, and their rotation
does not have a moment of inertia. This, we think, is the
fundamental problem of all conventional interpretations
of quantum mechanics, because it requires very compli-
cated models to reconcile this basic statement with the
observable properties of electrons, like their wavelength,
or their magnetic moments. However, new experiments,
undertaken in the last twenty years, suggest that this
statement is actually incorrect.
A. Experimental evidence
The presentation of a model of extended electrons can
start with experimental evidence. It can be shown, that
surface electrons of noble metal silver surfaces, which
have a band energy of about 80 meV, show a density dis-
tribution of electron charge, which cannot be described
as the consequence of a probability distribution of detec-
tion events, without violating the Uncertainty relations
for the local uncertainty by approximately two orders of
magnitude. This result was obtained in the following way
(for technical details see the relevant paper [14]).
First, it was assumed that electrons from the metal
surface tunnel into a single radially symmetric state at
the tip of a scanning tunneling microscope (STM, see
the following review [15]). This is a widely used and very
successful approximation in condensed matter theory. In
this case the measured current in the STM is propor-
tional to the distribution of electron charge density at
the surface. Second, it was assumed that the energy un-
certainty of these surface state electrons must be smaller
than the band energy of 80 meV. This leads to a momen-
tum uncertainty in two dimensions and, consequently, to
a local uncertainty of about 350 pm.
The experimental error in STM experiments under
cryogenic conditions is about 0.05 pm. If a feature is
about 30pm high, an experimental error of 0.1 pm leads
to relative error for a feature measurement ∆z/z0 of
0.3%. Under these conditions the standard deviation of a
position measurement, and the measurement of the elec-
tron density distribution is a position measurement, can-
not be be larger than the experimental lateral resolution,
which for an STM experiment is about 20 pm. Given that
the standard deviation, or the local standard deviation
from the Uncertainty relations is about 350 pm, we arrive
at a clear contradiction: a feature of this height cannot
be measured with this precision, unless the electron’s en-
ergy is about 1000 eV [14]. The message of this analysis
is clear: electrons are not point particles, or if they are,
then their behavior in these experiments does not comply
with the uncertainty relations.
B. Postulates
On the basis of experimental evidence that electrons
are extended particles, a new framework can be based on
four distinct postulates, formulated as follows [16]:
1. The wave properties of electrons are a real physical
property of electrons in motion.
2. Electrons in motion possess intrinsic electromag-
netic potentials.
3. The magnetic moment of electrons is due to these
electromagnetic potentials.
4. In equilibrium the energy density throughout the
space occupied by a single electron is constant.
The first postulate accounts for the analysis of high-
resolution STM experiments. The second postulate then
rephrases the energy principle. If the kinetic energy den-
sity of moving electrons varies due to their wave proper-
ties, then a complementary potential must exist, which
acts as an energy reservoir for the variation in kinetic
energy density. Magnetic properties, the electron’s spin,
can only be related to these potentials, so the poten-
tials must be vector like. The last postulate deals with
variable electrostatic potentials from the viewpoint of an
extended electron. If this electron encompasses the whole
negatively charged shell of a hydrogen atom, then some-
thing must prevent its collapse due to the principle of en-
ergy minimization. This postulate introduces eigenvalue
equations into the problem of electron dynamics, which
are the basis of our description of atomic scale systems
in Physics, Chemistry, and Biology.
C. Wavefunctions
The primary variable in condensed matter theory is the
density of electron charge. One can avoid dealing with
awkward units by transforming the density of electron
3charge into the number density of electrons, which carries
the unit of volume to the power of minus one, or the
same unit as the square of the scalar wavefunctions in
Schro¨dinger’s theory of the hydrogen atom [17]. If the
direction of motion is parallel to the z-axis, then the mass
density for an electron of velocity u will be:
ρ(z, t) =
ρ0
2
[
1 + cos
(
4π
λ
z − 4πνt
)]
, (1)
where λ and ν are in some way related to the velocity of
the electron, and ρ0 is the mass-density amplitude. The
kinetic energy density ωkin of this electron is therefore:
ωkin =
1
4
ρ0u
2
[
1 + cos
(
4π
λ
z − 4πνt
)]
=
1
2
ρ0u
2 cos2
(
2π
λ
z − 2πνt
)
(2)
It is clear that this form of the density violates the energy
principle, because the energy density varies with time and
also location. A remedy to this problem is the introduc-
tion of electromagnetic fields E,H, which are transversal
with the field components described by:
E = e1E0 cos
(
2π
λ
z − 2πνt+ φ
)
H = e2H0 cos
(
2π
λ
z − 2πνt+ φ
)
(3)
Here, e1 and e2 are unit vectors in x and y direction,
respectively, and an additional phase φ shall account for
energy conservation. Note that these fields are different
from standard electromagnetic fields, as their propaga-
tion velocity is not equal to the speed of light, but equal
to the mechanical velocity of the electrons. Qualitatively,
they are therefore a new class of electromagnetic enti-
ties, which we interpret as the spin of the electron in
the following. The directions of the field vectors define a
positive and a negative helicity, which in the model corre-
spond to the two spin directions. The spin then is either
parallel or anti parallel to the direction of motion, and
it corresponds to a Poynting-like vector obtained by the
geometric product of E and H. In geometric algebra,
a product between two frame vectors carries an imagi-
nary unit, since e1e2 = ie3 [18]. If φ = π/2, the spin is
described by:
S = EH = ie3E0H0 sin
2
(
2π
λ
z − 2πνt
)
(4)
The energy contained in the spin component of the elec-
tron’s energy distribution is, from classical electrodynam-
ics [19]:
ωfield =
1
2
ǫ0E
2 +
1
2
µ0H
2
=
(
ǫ0E
2
0
2
+
µ0H
2
2
)
sin2
(
2π
λ
z − 2πνt
)
(5)
And if we define the amplitude of the spin components
by:
ǫ0E
2
0
2
+
µ0H
2
2
=
1
2
ρ0u
2, (6)
then the total energy density of the electron in motion
will be equal to the energy density of its inertial mass:
ωkin + ωfield =
1
2
ρ0u
2 Wel =
∫
V
1
2
ρ0u
2dV =
1
2
mu2
(7)
m is the inertial mass of an electron. It is interesting
to note that the spin component of a photon will also be
parallel or anti-parallel to the vector of motion. However,
since photons do not possess mass components, their al-
gebra in three dimensional space is different; they show
a 2π instead of a 4π symmetry, which accounts for the
fact that they are spin-one rather than spin-half entities.
We shall elaborate on the spin of photons in the section
about quantum paradoxes.
In standard theory, wavefunctions are usually de-
scribed mathematically, e.g. by their algebra or their
vector space. This is acceptable, if one does not know,
what they actually are, but becomes rather redundant, if
they correspond to aspects of the physical properties of
electrons. We consider this aspect, establishing a link be-
tween physical variables in three dimensional space and
wavefunctions, as the main achievement of the model.
All other advances follow from these insights. It was
known previously, that (i) wavefunctions are complex
numbers, (ii) that their square corresponds to a num-
ber density, (iii) that these complex numbers themselves
do not describe spin, (iv) and that they comply with
the Schro¨dinger equation. In our model we find that the
electron is described by two components, a mass-density
component and a field component. We also found that
the mass component is scalar, while the spin component
is a pseudo-vector (a structure described by the geomet-
ric product of two vectors [18]). In the most general case
the first component is then described by the square root
of the number density, which is equal to the mass density
in atomic units. Thus:
ψm = ρ
1/2 ρ = ρ0 cos
2
(
2π
λ
z − 2πνt
)
(8)
Given that we know that wavefunctions are the square
root of number densities, the unit has to be the square
root of the number density as well. However, the number
density in atomic units is also equal to the energy density.
Then the spin component can be formalized as the square
root of the spin times a unit vector e3 times the imaginary
unit:
ψs = ie3S
1/2 S = S0 sin
2
(
2π
λ
z − 2πνt
)
S0 = ρ0
(9)
The wavefunction of an electron is then:
ψ = ψm + ψs = ρ
1/2 + ie3S
1/2 (10)
4Complex conjugation within this model means a change
of spin from positive to negative, or a transposition of
electromagnetic field vectors:
ψ∗ = ρ1/2 − ie3S1/2 (11)
The wavefunction in this case is a multivector in geomet-
ric algebra, with a scalar component and a pseudovec-
tor component. Both of these components are even el-
ements of the multivector algebra in three dimensional
space. The square of the wavefunction then simultane-
ously complies with the Born rule [20], is equal to the
inertial number density, and hides all intrinsic properties
contained in the oscillating density components and field
components:
ψ∗ψ = ρ+ S = ρ0 = constant (12)
That wavefunctions are in the most general case multi-
vectors can be seen in many-body physics, where they are
necessary to capture spin properties in a solid. However,
for single electrons, it is possible to reduce the problem
by retaining the spin direction as a hidden variable and
describing the wavefunction by a complex number, where
the imaginary components are due to the fields. In this
case a Schro¨dinger-like wavefunction of a free electron
can be described as a plane wave [17]:
ψS = ρ
1/2
0 exp
[
i
(
2π
λ
z − 2πνt
)]
(13)
The last problem, how the electron as a physical object
with finite extensions can be stable, is solved by an addi-
tional cohesive potential, which counteracts the Coulomb
repulsion of electron charge and has a magnitude of -
8.16eV [16].
D. Electron dynamics
Some of the most interesting effects in atomic scale
physics have been impossible to analyze in detail within
the conventional framework. For example, it is known
that the wavelength of electrons depends on the velocity,
but it was not known, how this wavelength changes if
the velocity changes. It is clear that the group velocity,
on the basis of Planck’s and de Broglie’s relations, is the
same as the mechanical velocity of the electron since:
vg =
dω
dk
=
d(mu2/2h¯)
d(mu/h¯)
= u (14)
If this electron is brought into an external field φ, four
distinct processes are bound to happen:
1. The electron velocity will change.
2. The electron density distribution will change.
3. The electromagnetic field components will change.
4. The intensity of the external field will change.
All four processes are captured in the following equation,
which could be called the local Ehrenfest theorem:
F = −∇φ = ρ0 du
dt
(15)
Here, F is the force on the density ρ0, φ the potential,
and u the velocity of the electron. The reason that the
classical result - a force on the inertial mass of the elec-
tron - is recovered, is that the density components and
spin components change in an opposite manner:
ρ+ S = ρ0 = constant ⇒ S˙ = −ρ˙ (16)
This insight has consequences in a number of processes.
For example, it means that an electromagnetic field,
which is adsorbed by an electron, will lead to an in-
crease of the field components, therefore a decrease in the
density components and consequently an acceleration of
the electron. This has been analyzed in some details in
the model for Compton scattering [16]. It also means
that there must be a connection between the frequency
of an adsorbed photon, the frequency of the electron,
and an external electrostatic field, which accounts for the
photoelectric currents at metal surfaces. And finally, it
means that there is a connection between external vector
potentials and wavevectors of electrons, which becomes
measurable in Aharonov-Bohm effects. The underlying
principle is always the same: an interplay between field
components and mass components, which is affected by
external potentials or dynamic fields.
III. QUANTUM PARADOXES
Here, we review some of the paradoxes in the conven-
tional framework and show their resolution within the
new theoretical models available today.
A. Wavefunction collapse
This is one of the most problematic of all notions in the
conventional theory, due to to two features: (i) A mea-
surement changes the information about a system. As
the wavefunction relates to this information, the wave-
function in the measurement will change. (ii) It is un-
clear, how this could actually happen, since no phys-
ical mechanism to this end is known. The answer to
the problem within the present context, and for a spin
measurement is the following. The ensemble of electrons
is thought to be composed of an equal number of spin-
up (S parallel to the vector of motion, and spin-down
(S antiparallel to the vector of motion) electrons. Both
of these states are isotropic with respect to rotations in
a plane perpendicular to the vector of motion. If the
electrons are completely free then a magnetic field will
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FIG. 1. Stern-Gerlach experiments An electron moving
along the z-axis with its spin vector parallel (S+) or anti
parallel (S−) to the vector of motion u is subject to a mea-
surement in an external field B. The spin vector is rotated
out of its groundstate position into a direction parallel or anti
parallel to the magnetic field vector, which leads to a deflec-
tion in a field gradient either in the direction of the field or
from the direction of the field.
alter their trajectory according to the classical Lorentz
forces. However, if they are not free, but move along a
constrained trajectory, e.g. within the field of a central
nucleus, then their spin will be affected by the external
field. These changes are described by a modified Landau-
Lifshitz equation [16]:
S = eS · S des
dt
= const · eS ×
(
u× dB
dt
)
(17)
This results in a rotation of the S vector either parallel
or antiparallel to the external magnetic field, which, in
a Stern-Gerlach experiment, will lead to a deviation of
the trajectory either parallel or antiparallel to the field
vector. In this case the wavefunction changes, because
the spin component changes (see Fig. 1). However, it
does not collapse into a definite state - which is usually
thought to occur when spin, which is isotropic in three
dimensional space, is measured - but it only reveals the
direction of the spin vector with respect to the vector of
motion. The crucial omission in the conventional frame-
work in this case is the possibility that measurements
directly affect the spin properties of a system.
B. Schro¨dinger’s cat
Schro¨dinger’s original paper [21] tried to demonstrate
the logical problems of the conventional interpretation
of quantum mechanics, which held that the wavefunc-
tion collapses in an Einstein-Podolksy-Rosen experiment,
by a simple thought experiment. A live cat is put into
a container with a small radioactive source, a Geiger
0 λ A-λB
Source Photon 1Photon 2
Rotator 2 Rotator 1
z
Filter 2 Filter 1
FIG. 2. EPR experiment. Two photons are emitted from
a common source, and subjected at two points A and B to
separate polarization measurements, here a rotation of the
fields and a filter.
counter, and a cynanide container, which will be bro-
ken once the Geiger counter registers the decay of an
atom of the source. If it is assumed that the system
can be described by wavefunctions, then a proper de-
scription before we open the container is a combination
of life and dead cat. In an everyday environment, such
a combination does not make sense, because the cat is
either alive or dead. The solution from the viewpoint
of the new model is straightforward. If wavefunctions
capture physical properties of atomic scale systems, then
they must be composed of components related to either
the electron density or field components. For a cat, such
a wavefunction does not exist, therefore a measurement
cannot change this hypothetical wavefunction. Even if it
existed, it would be scientifically meaningless since the
number of variables in a wavefunction of more than 150
electrons is larger than the number of all particles in the
universe: such a wavefunction therefore is not a sensi-
ble scientific concept (see Walter Kohn’s analysis of this
problem, the van Vleck catastrophe, in the Reviews of
Modern Physics [22]). Therefore the wavefunction can
also not change the state of the cat from alive to dead
or vice versa. In colloquial English, one could call this
problem a typical red herring. In addition, as shown in
the next section, the wavefunction in Einstein-Podolsky-
Rosen experiments does not actually collapse.
C. Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR)
This paradox and its discussion within the conven-
tional framework contain several misconceptions. The
first is that a spin measurement somehow selects spin
from isotropic states with respect to rotations to result
in a single well defined state. As discussed above, this
omits the possibility that spin is changed in a measure-
ment even though it is isotropic. The second is that
the framework of quantum mechanics somehow arrives at
the correct individual event, even though it is not obvi-
ous from the mathematical framework, how it does that.
This led to the assumption of hidden variables underlying
its mathematical formulation.
The solution here lies in the application of geometric
algebra to rotations in three dimensional space and the
6insight that it is unnecessary to describe individual events
as long as correlations are accurately described. This is
shown by developing a new model for the experiments,
which is as accurate but much more transparent than the
conventional model in quantum mechanics. For all prac-
tical purposes photons can be assumed to be described
by a variable Poynting-like vector S(r, t) = e3S(r, t) par-
allel or antiparallel to the direction of motion. A multi-
plication of such a vector with a geometric product e1e2
creates imaginary numbers [18]:
(e1e2) e3S(r, t) = e1e2e3S(r, t) = iS(r, t) (18)
However, a geometric product is also a rotator; it thus ro-
tates the photon’s fields in the xy-plane perpendicular to
the direction of motion. This fact can be used to develop
a simple model of an EPR experiment with two photons
emitted from a common source and measured by polar-
izers at points along the z-axis A and −B, respectively.
If we rotate the original vector in the exponent, then a
rotation affects the fields of the photons in the following
way (0 ≤ zi ≤ λ, ϕi = zi 2π/λ):
R(A) = e(e1e2)e3z1 2pi/λ = eiϕ1
R(B) = e−(e1e2)e3z2 2pi/λ = e−iϕ2 (19)
Including the phase difference at the source ∆ and ana-
lyzing the effect of two separate rotations at either end
it is seen immediately that the two rotations are in fact
connected by a complex phase:
R(A) ·R(B) = ei(ϕ1−ϕ2−∆) (20)
This means that even though the two rotations are inde-
pendent, they cannot be described by a product of two
real variables. In our view, this was the key mistake of
John Bell, which makes the Bell inequalities inapplica-
ble to such a situation [13]. The final step in the model
is to consider probabilities of detecting a single photon
after one rotation, and the joint probability of detecting
both photons after two rotations. Here, one must intro-
duce an initial phase ϕ0, because the initial phase of a
single photon is unknown. If the initial phase is equally
probable for every value within the interval [0, 2π], then
a single measurement related to the final phase after ro-
tation will be independent of the rotation angle. This is
the result of the experiments. In our model it is captured
by a probability of detection given by:
p(A) = [ℜ(R(A) · eiϕ0)]2 = cos2 (ϕ1 + ϕ0) (21)
p(B) = [ℜ(R(B) · e−iϕ0)]2 = cos2 (ϕ2 +∆+ ϕ0)
However, while single measurements will be statistically
distributed due to the initial phase, coincidence measure-
ments will not, as the initial phase cancels out. For ∆ = 0
we get:
p(A,B) = p [ℜ(R(A) · R(B))]2 = cos2 (ϕ1 − ϕ2) (22)
Using the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt inequalities [23],
and setting coincidence counts equal to the coincidence
probabilities in our model:
C++ = C−− = cos2 (ϕ1 − ϕ2)
C+− = C−+ = 1− cos2 (ϕ1 − ϕ2) (23)
one arrives at the standard expectation values for coin-
cidences [24]:
E(ϕ1, ϕ2) = 2 cos
2 (ϕ1 − ϕ2)− 1 = cos [2 (ϕ1 − ϕ2)]
(24)
The standard result in quantum mechanics, which vio-
lates the Bell inequalities for a sum S is recovered, if a
certain set of angles is chosen for the rotations.
S (ϕ1, ϕ
′
1, ϕ2, ϕ
′
2) = E(ϕ1, ϕ2)− E(ϕ1, ϕ′2) (25)
+ E(ϕ′1, ϕ2) + E(ϕ
′
1, ϕ
′
2) = 2
√
2
if ϕ1 = 0, ϕ
′
1 = 45, ϕ2 = 22.5, ϕ
′
2 = 67.5. Note that the
model is still statistical, and it is without doubt a local
model. This seems to relate to Khrennikov’s analysis,
that non-locality is not a necessary condition for a viola-
tion of the Bell inequalities [25]. In addition, the only hid-
den variable in this description is a complex phase, which
is the result of rotations in geometric algebra. Since this
model reproduces all results in the standard model in
quantum mechanics, it is hard to see how the standard
theory could actually contain hidden variables in the form
generally assumed.
Now let us assume that the difference between the two
angles is a multiple of π/2. In this case the probabilities
will be:
p(ϕ1 − ϕ2 = π/2) = 0 p(ϕ1 − ϕ2 = π) = 1 (26)
Consider now a change of angle ϕ1 during the experimen-
tal run, so that in one case, ϕ1,0 the difference between
the two angles is π/2, in the other case, ϕ1,1 the differ-
ence is π. It is still impossible to predict the result at
A, since this will depend, as the single polarization mea-
surement, on the initial phase. However, it is possible to
predict the outcome at B if A is known. The measured
results at A and B will be:
ϕ1,0 : A = + ⇒ B = − ϕ1,1 : A = + ⇒ B = +
A = − ⇒ B = + A = − ⇒ B = −
(27)
Given that the experimental outcome of B depends on
both, the setting of angle ϕ1 and the outcome at A, it
is claimed that the experiments are the consequence of
some spooky action at a distance [1]. Since the angle
can be changed in-flight, also the experimental result of
B given a result A seems to change in this time-span.
However, the result at A is not known initially, neither
is the result at B. Therefore the change of the angle
ϕ1 does not determine the outcome at B, it only affects
the correlation. As this analysis shows, the effect is nei-
ther: neither spooky, nor action at a distance. That the
measurements were at all interpreted in these terms is
a classical error in logical analysis, which is captured by
the phrase taught in most undergraduate physics courses:
correlation is not causation.
7D. Single and double-slit interferometry
Feynman called this experiment ” a phenomenon which
is impossible, absolutely impossible, to explain in any
classical way, and which has in it the heart of quantum
mechanics. In reality, it contains the only mystery” [26].
Interestingly, all features of atomic scale interference ex-
periments can be reproduced experimentally on the mil-
limeter or centimeter scale, using the ingenious method
developed by Y. Couder’s group [27]. The key element of
the arrangement in Couder’s experiments is an oscillating
surface with a particular frequency of oscillation, along
which a single droplet diffuses. Physically, this can be
seen as a discrete set of interactions of the droplet with
the surface, which will lead to a discrete set of momentum
changes in horizontal direction. Interactions with a solid
would also contain such a discrete set of interactions, as
the atoms are in a regular arrangement. The wave prop-
erties are in this case not intrinsic to an electron or pho-
ton, they are externally imposed due to the interactions
with the slit system. This point was well illustrated in
a talk by Gerhard Gro¨ssing [28], who developed a model
of interference for single particles based on a quantized
zero-point field directing the motion of individual par-
ticles. There is thus no mystery, and no intrinsic wave
property involved, just a discrete set of interactions with
the measuring device. Experimentally, double-slit inter-
ferometry experiments of photons have already revealed
that (i) a single photon will pass through a single slit,
and (ii) the intensity at a particular point of the detector
screen is primarily composed of photons passing through
the adjacent slit [30]. The only viable interpretation of
the experiments in this case is that the interaction with
the slit system itself, and not a virtual extension of in-
dividual photons creates the maxima and minima of the
interference pattern. A model of interference of electrons
to this effect is in preparation.
IV. DISCUSSION
The emerging picture, from the preceding sections, is
one of a scientific revolution with a depth and scale not
seen since the quantum revolution itself, about a century
ago. However, on closer scrutiny, the key elements of our
existing understanding of atomic scale physics remain in
place. The Schro¨dinger equation still describes the prop-
erties and dynamics of electrons, albeit with wavefunc-
tions, which no longer can be seen as primary entities.
Condensed matter physics, which is to a large extent de-
scribed by an adaptation of the Schro¨dinger equation in
density functional theory, also remains largely the same,
even though the detailed aspects of magnetic properties
and the local characteristics of spins and their dynam-
ics may be subject to revision. Given that condensed
matter physics is also the basis for our understanding of
chemistry and biology, all these sciences remain to a large
extent unchanged in their basic understanding.
What is removed, is the additional weight quantum
mechanics carried with it in the form of contradictions,
paradoxes, impossibilities, and plain weirdness. There is
no quantum weirdness left, once the extension of elec-
trons, the role of wavefunctions, the specifics of rotations
in three dimensional space, and the consequences of dis-
crete interaction energies and momenta are thoroughly
understood. This will almost certainly not be welcomed
by some colleagues: after all, this quantum weirdness
made for hugely exciting research programs and research
papers for the last two generations. It remains to be
seen, which of the more outlandish predictions, possible
only within the ill-defined conceptual framework of con-
ventional quantum mechanics, will in the end survive.
V. OUTLOOK
While on the face of it not too much seems to change
in physics, chemistry, or biology at the level of atoms and
molecules, the situation could be completely different at
the very small scale and at the very large scale. If elec-
trons are extended, then the emission of one electron by
a single neutron has to be understood somewhat differ-
ently than is currently the case in the so-called standard
model. In this model the electron is assumed to be cre-
ated during the decay process of the neutron. However,
extended electrons would be part of the neutron before
emission, and change their density once they are free from
the central proton. Such a model thus involves not the
creation, but the phase change of the involved electron.
In this case a high-density phase of electrons would also
be part of every atomic nucleus containing neutrons. The
conceptual framework for nuclear physics will then com-
pletely change and possibly resemble a lattice model in
condensed matter physics more than the current models
with their assembly of nuclear particles and interactions.
How such a model can be developed remains to be seen.
On the very large scale, the situation would also be
completely different than it is now. One of the key fea-
tures of this new model of electrons and its embedding
into atomic physics is the removal of the usual divide be-
tween the quantum world and the classical world. The
wavefunctions in three dimensional space, formulated as
multivectors, will be continuous for every continuous ma-
terial. There is thus no difference between the model of a
solid body in macro physics, and the model of the same
body in microphysics: in both cases the wavefunctions
and the wave-like structure of the electron’s density will
constitute the electron charge distribution throughout
the solid body with a bivector potential capturing inter-
actions of electrons in the body. While in today’s many-
body theories wavefunctions are defined in phase space
and their information content increases exponentially as
the size of the system increases, the time-independent
wavefunctions of extended electrons, even for a system of
many electrons, only has four basic variables: the square
root of electron density and spin, ρ1/2 and S1/2, and the
8direction of the unit vector eS . In this case wavefunctions
are not limited by the van Vleck catastrophe and sensible
scientific concepts even for large systems. Mathemati-
cally, one could use coarse-grained methods to remove
some of the numerical effort to solve the Schro¨dinger
equation of the whole body, but one would still have to
account for the approximate nature of such a description
by conceding the possible errors in the result of a pre-
diction. However, gravitational forces on this level are
of course part of the whole description of the system,
albeit forces with a much smaller intensity, but not, in
principle, a different nature. There is then no divide be-
tween gravity, electromagnetism, and electron dynamics.
How this will affect our understanding of mesoscopic and
macroscopic systems remains to be seen.
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